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Abstract

We present a novel approach for cross-001
lingual query-focused abstractive summariza-002
tion (QFAS) that leverages the translate-then-003
summarize paradigm. We approach cross-004
lingual QFAS as a zero-resource problem and005
introduce a framework to create a synthetic006
QFAS corpus from a standard summarization007
corpus using a novel query-generation strat-008
egy. Our model summarizes documents in for-009
eign languages for which translation quality is010
poor. It learns not only to identify and con-011
dense salient information relevant to a query,012
but also to appropriately rephrase grammati-013
cal errors and disfluencies that may occur in014
the noisy translations. Our technique enhances015
a pre-trained encoder-decoder transformer by016
introducing query focus to the encoder. We017
show that our method for creating synthetic018
QFAS data leads to more robust models that019
not only achieve state-of-the-art performance020
on our corpus, but also perform better on out-021
of-distribution data as compared to prior work.022

1 Introduction023

Single document query-focused summarization024

(QFS) refers to the task of producing summaries025

that condense the salient information in a docu-026

ment that is pertinent to a query. This means that027

for the same document, different summaries can028

be produced depending on the input query. In the029

cross-lingual setting, the goal is to produce a sum-030

mary in a target language, given a document in a031

source language and a query in the target language.032

In this paper, we focus on a configuration of this033

problem where the source document is in a foreign034

language while the target summary is in English.1035

The current overload of digital content has made036

QFS an important task, enabling the quick con-037

sumption of information required by a user for038

1Though we focus on this configuration of the cross-lingual
QFS problem, our approach could work for any pair of lan-
guages with available corpora.

a particular task. Since documents often have 039

multi-faceted content, generating query-focused 040

summaries relevant to people’s interests and/or a 041

particular task can be more useful than generic sum- 042

maries. Cross-lingual summarization augments the 043

benefits of QFS by enabling people to gain access 044

to information written in languages that they do not 045

understand. 046

The two main paradigms for cross-lingual sum- 047

marization have been translate-then-summarize and 048

summarize-then-translate (Wan et al., 2019). While 049

summarize-then-translate might be computation- 050

ally efficient since translation is done on reduced 051

text, it can only be applied to high resource for- 052

eign languages where large summarization corpora 053

are available (Ouyang et al., 2019). Since anno- 054

tated translation data is more commonly available 055

in larger scale than summarization data, the for- 056

mer paradigm is favorable since it is applicable to 057

a broader class of foreign languages. In addition 058

to this, even if the translations are of poor quality, 059

the summarization model can leverage information 060

redundancy to pick information from where it is 061

translated more fluently. Errors from the summa- 062

rization model are harder to recover from in the 063

other paradigm. For these reasons, we adopt the 064

translate-then-summarize approach. 065

One of the main concerns with this pipeline 066

paradigm is the propagation of errors from ma- 067

chine translation (Zhu et al., 2019). This issue is 068

particularly pronounced for lower resource foreign 069

languages for which large-scale in-domain parallel 070

translation corpora may not be available. Trans- 071

lation models trained on out-of-domain corpora 072

(e.g., the Bible (Christodouloupoulos and Steed- 073

man, 2015) or EuroParl (Koehn, 2005)) may not 074

transfer well. Models trained on small in-domain 075

parallel corpora may not perform as well as those 076

trained on large corpora in high resource languages. 077

Thus error propagation is a glaring issue for ex- 078

tractive summarization models since the summary 079
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contains disfluent sentences or phrases from the080

poorly translated document. However, abstraction081

can mitigate this issue by means of rewording.082

The goal of our summarization model is thus083

two-fold: (a) to produce abstractive summaries that084

are relevant to a query; and (b) to improve poten-085

tially poor translations of foreign language docu-086

ments provided as input.2 The main contributions087

of this paper are:088

• We introduce a new cross-lingual QFS corpus089

using a novel synthetic QFS corpus generation090

framework that generates more diverse and091

salient queries than contemporary approaches.092

• We present a novel model architecture for093

cross-lingual query-focused abstractive sum-094

marization by augmenting pre-trained trans-095

formers, which, to our best knowledge, is the096

first attempt at the cross-lingual variant of the097

QFS task.098

• Our summarization model outperforms prior099

work, based on both automatic metrics and100

human evaluation, on both our new corpus101

and an existing QFS corpus.102

2 Dataset103

While there are query-focused summarization104

datasets in the multi-document setting (Dang, 2006;105

Baumel et al., 2016; Pasunuru et al., 2021; Zhong106

et al., 2021), there is a lack of large annotated cor-107

pora for single-document QFS. This zero-resource108

setting can be handled by synthesizing a QFS cor-109

pus from pre-existing summarization corpora. In110

this work, we present a framework to generate a111

query-focused summarization corpus from a stan-112

dard summarization corpus using a novel query-113

generation strategy. To build a summarization114

model that can handle poor translations during in-115

ference time, we follow Ouyang et al. (2019) and116

transform the generated QFS dataset to simulate117

this task using round-trip-translation to produce118

noisy (with translation disfluencies) documents119

paired with fluent summaries.120

Our framework involves two components - (1)121

generation of QFS triples from the existing cor-122

pus; and (2) round-trip translation of the source123

document to introduce disfluencies. We synthet-124

ically generate a new cross-lingual QFS corpus125

2The code and data related to this paper can be found here
upon paper acceptance

Train Validation Test

Number of
Instances

583,483 28,299 24,255

Number of
Documents

284,435 13,212 11,368

Number of
Queries per
Document

2.05 2.14 2.13

Length of
Query
(in words)

1.50 1.52 1.52

Length of
Summaries
(in sentences)

1.26 1.29 1.27

Table 1: Statistics of the synthetic QFS corpus generated
from CNN-DailyMail using k = 3 (selecting up to 3
queries per document)

using CNN-DailyMail (Vinyals et al., 2016; Nal- 126

lapati et al., 2016) as our base corpus. Our 127

dataset generation framework takes as input the 128

{article, summary} pairs in the CNN-DailyMail 129

corpus to produce {article, query, summary} 130

triples. The generated triples have articles that 131

are disfluent and summaries that only contain sen- 132

tences that are relevant to the query. 133

News articles are often related to multi-agent 134

real-world events, making them topically diverse 135

documents. Thus, multiple diverse high quality 136

queries can be generated for each document. This is 137

in contrast to other summarization corpora that cor- 138

respond to topically narrow document classes like 139

WikiHow articles (Koupaee and Wang, 2018; Lad- 140

hak et al., 2020). We choose the CNN-DailyMail 141

corpus over other news summarization corpora 142

like XSum (Narayan et al., 2018a), since it con- 143

tains longer summaries from which multiple query- 144

focused summary subtexts can be extracted. 145

2.1 Query Focused Corpus 146

To generate the QFS corpus from the CNN- 147

DailyMail corpus, we perform the following steps: 148

1. Generate queries from the summary text cor- 149

responding to every document in the corpus 150

using a novel query generation framework 151

2. For each generated query, select the subset 152

(potentially of cardinality > 1) of summary 153
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sentences that contain the query to generate154

the query-focused summary155

3. For each document in the corpus, generate156

QFS triples using the generated queries and157

their corresponding focused summaries158

Our QFS corpus generation framework generates159

more diverse queries as we consider a broader class160

of queries than prior work. We also ensure that the161

generated queries are salient and that the corpus162

contains summaries of varying length.163

2.1.1 Pre-existing Corpora164

Hasselqvist et al. (2017) presented a synthetic QFS165

corpus where queries were named entities in the166

summary sentences. While named entities are a167

good class of candidates for queries, they are cer-168

tainly not representative of all the types of queries169

one may encounter (for example, "forest fire"). An-170

other drawback of their strategy is that they treat all171

summary sentences as separate summaries. This en-172

tails that (a) the target summaries are short with no173

diversity in length even though the original CNN-174

DailyMail corpus contains longer summaries of175

varying length; and (b) if an entity is present in176

multiple sentences of the original summary, then177

multiple targets are created for the same {docu-178

ment, query} pair, each of which is incomplete179

and sends conflicting signals to the model. Multi-180

ple summaries for a single {document, query} pair181

also means that evaluation is not straightforward as182

a generated summary could possibly match any of183

the candidates.184

Abdullah and Chali (2020) proposed a query185

generation strategy where the 5 words from a doc-186

ument’s summary that had the highest similarity187

to the source document were picked as queries.188

This technique can select non-entities as well and189

picks candidates that are most relevant to the doc-190

ument as computed by cosine similarity between191

the query and document. However, the single word192

restriction means that the generated queries are193

often fragments of atomic larger queries. For ex-194

ample, names with more than one word ("James195

Bond") and atomic noun phrases ("dwarf galaxy")196

are fragmented. Though stop words are removed,197

there is still the possibility of generating generic198

low quality queries (like "simply").199

2.1.2 Query Generation200

We introduce a novel query generation strategy that201

addresses the limitations of prior techniques, gener-202

ating queries that are (a) from a broader linguistic 203

class that is more representative of user queries; 204

(b) multi-word phrases; and (c) salient in terms 205

of information content. We base our query gen- 206

eration algorithm on the unuspervised keyphrase 207

extraction technique EmbedRank (Bennani-Smires 208

et al., 2018). EmbedRank generates keyphrases 209

from a single document by extracting candidates, 210

ranking them on document relevance and then re- 211

moving similar candidates using MMR (Carbonell 212

and Goldstein, 1998) to ensure diversity. 213

Algorithm 1: Query generation algorithm
Input: Text to extract queries from, IDF

Model, Salient Named Entity Types
Output: List of extracted queries with

corresponding IDF scores
queries = {};
idf_scores = {};
candidates = Noun-Phrases(Text) ∪
Named-Entities(Text);

for candidate in candidates do
Trim leading stopwords in candidate;
Remove possessive apostrophes in
candidate;

Split candidate into contiguous
sub_spans, where each sub-span is
either;

- Salient Named Entity;
- Proper Noun;
- Other Remaining;

Filter sub_spans with more than 5
words;
queries← queries || sub-spans;

end
for query in queries do

idf_scores← idf_scores ||
meanword∈query(

idfword−idfmin

idfmax−idfmin
);

end

Keyphrases generated using EmbedRank suf- 214

fer from problems like (a) extremely generic 215

keyphrases that should be ignored (e.g., "interest- 216

ing ones"); (b) stop word prefixes that should be 217

trimmed (e.g.,"other World Cup matches"); and (c) 218

long keyphrases that should be split to avoid highly 219

parochial queries that match with fewer summary 220

sentences during corpus generation (e.g., "ener- 221

getic new rock band Pearl Jam"). We thus augment 222

this algorithm by making two key modifications. 223

Firstly, we introduce a new algorithm for keyphrase 224
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Figure 1: Model architecture with query prefix and
focus embeddings

candidate extraction. We use the dependency parse225

of the document to extract contiguous candidate226

spans, as shown in Algorithm 1. In addition to this,227

we generate an aggregate IDF value for each can-228

didate, which is then used to weight the candidate229

scores while ranking them.230

Using this new query generation algorithm, a231

QFS corpus is created from the CNN-DailyMail232

dataset. We filter out generated keyphrases with233

scores below a threshold and choose the top-k234

remaining keyphrases as queries for each docu-235

ment. Some statistics on this generated corpus236

using k = 3 are shown in Table 1. It is interesting237

to note that as compared to the base corpus, posi-238

tion information in our synthetic corpus is a weaker239

signal since the first few sentences in the document240

may not necessarily be relevant to a query of inter-241

est. Query relevance is a stronger signal along with242

salience and we propose a summarization model243

that captures this information effectively.244

2.2 Cross-Lingual Setting245

Since we want to train a summarization model that246

is capable of handling poor translations during in-247

ference time, we follow Ouyang et al. (2019) and248

perform round trip translation (RTT) to generate249

noisy English versions of the corpus. The docu-250

ments in the synthetic QFS corpus are first trans-251

lated to a foreign pivot language and then back252

translated to English.253

3 Model 254

We present a novel query-focused summariza- 255

tion model that is built using pre-trained encoder- 256

decoder transformers. Lewis et al. (2020) intro- 257

duced a denoising pre-training strategy for training 258

sequence-to-sequence models for language gen- 259

eration (BART). Inspired by its success on the 260

generic summarization task, we use BART as our 261

pre-trained transformer model. The pre-trained de- 262

coder is useful as the parameter weights learned 263

from the denoising pre-training tasks are a good 264

starting point for fine-tuning the model to produce 265

fluent summaries even when the inputs to the en- 266

coder are noisy. We add query focus to BART by 267

introducing two key modifications to the encoder: 268

(i) prefixing the document with the query to con- 269

textualize the document embeddings on the query 270

as well; and (ii) adding a new set of embeddings 271

called focus embeddings, in addition to BART’s to- 272

ken and position embeddings, to encode the input. 273

3.1 Prefixing Document with Query 274

Prefixing the document with the query before en- 275

coding it leverages the self-attention mechanism 276

in a transformer to generate document embeddings 277

that are not just contextualized on its content but 278

also on the query. In our model, the query is added 279

to the beginning of the document and delimited by 280

a special separator [Q]. 281

3.2 Focus Embeddings 282

In addition to query prefixing, we also introduce 283

query focus by explicitly marking the query tokens 284

wherever they appear in the document. We use a 285

new set of embeddings, called focus embeddings, 286

which embed query and non-query tokens differ- 287

ently. Introducing new embedding layers has been 288

shown to be effective in providing external knowl- 289

edge for entity linking and document clustering 290

(Logeswaran et al., 2019; Saravanakumar et al., 291

2021). For each token in the input, BART uses the 292

summation of two embeddings - token and posi- 293

tion - as the input to the first transformer layer. We 294

augment this with an additional embedding layer 295

where tokens in the input text that appear in the 296

query are assigned to one embedding vector while 297

all other tokens are assigned to another vector, as 298

schematically shown in Figure 1. These embed- 299

dings are learned during fine-tuning and the model 300

thus learns to project the query terms in the input 301

differently and thereby add focus to those tokens. 302
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ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L
Hasselqvist et al.† 13.04 2.29 11.60
BART (Lewis et al., 2020)† 23.62 8.92 20.63
BART with Constrained Decoding (Mao et al., 2020)† 25.60 8.47 20.98
Our Model 37.31 18.79 32.92

Table 2: Automatic summarization metrics on our generated QFS corpus using k = 1 (single query per document).
† indicates significant difference between baseline and our model (with p < 0.01)

ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L
Hasselqvist et al.† 13.01 2.66 12.13
Our Model 37.61 19.09 33.12

Table 3: Automatic summarization metrics on our gen-
erated QFS corpus using k = 3 (up to 3 queries per
document). † indicates significant difference between
baseline and our model (with p < 0.001)

Relevance Self-BLEU
Hasselqvist et al. 19.28 30.28
Our Model 96.95 16.06

Table 4: Query focus evaluation metrics on our gen-
erated QFS corpus using k = 3 (up to 3 queries per
document)

4 Experiments and Results303

4.1 Corpus Generation304

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the generation of the305

QFS corpus involves selecting the top-k keyphrases306

with a score above a threshold. In our implementa-307

tion, we set this threshold to 0.7, which was deter-308

mined experimentally through a human evaluation309

of the generated keyphrases. We have two versions310

of the corpus for k = 1 and k = 3. We use the311

en_core_web_sm spaCy model (Honnibal et al.,312

2020) for dependency parsing and named entity313

detection. 3314

To generate the round trip translated version315

of the CNN-Daily Mail corpus, we use the open-316

source Opus MT models (Tiedemann and Thottin-317

gal, 2020) for translation with greedy decoding.318

We use Arabic as the pivot foreign language, con-319

sistent with the DUC 2004 (Over and Yen, 2004)320

Task 3 dataset we use during evaluation.321

4.2 Summarization322

We use the BART-base as our pre-trained trans-323

former model and randomly initialize a new fo-324

3We only use the following entity classes for keyphrase
generation - PERSON, NORP, FAC, ORG, GPE, LOC, PROD-
UCT, EVENT, WORK OF ART, LAW and LANGUAGE -
and exclude classes like ORDINAL

ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L
Hasselqvist et al.† 6.30 4.14 5.80
Mao et al.† 17.45 4.37 13.97
Our Model 20.50 6.21 17.98

Table 5: Automatic summarization metrics on the cross-
lingual DUC2004 dataset. † indicates significant differ-
ence between baseline and our model (with p < 0.01)

cus embedding matrix. The query focused model 325

is then trained on our generated CNN-Daily Mail 326

QFS corpus for a maximum of 6 epochs. Early stop- 327

ping is implemented with validation check done 328

every 10000 steps. Training is done with an effec- 329

tive batch size of 256 using gradient accumulation, 330

learning rate of 5e-4, dropout with p = 0.1, label 331

smoothing with α = 1, adafactor optimizer and 332

half-precision floating points. Validation checks 333

are done using greedy decoding. The input to the 334

model is trimmed to 512 tokens and the target sum- 335

maries are trimmed to 128 tokens. 336

4.3 Results 337

Baselines The task of cross-lingual QFS, to our 338

best knowledge, hasn’t been attempted before. 339

However, we compare our model against prior 340

work on query-focused summarization. In the 341

pre-transformer era, Hasselqvist et al. (2017) in- 342

troduced a GRU-based pointer generator network 343

architecture for QFS. The model followed the 344

encoder-decoder architecture with attention, en- 345

coding queries using a separate RNN. Abdullah 346

and Chali (2020) proposed a QFS technique, where 347

the novelty was the permutation of input sentences 348

based on query relevance. They fine-tuned the Bert- 349

Sum (Liu, 2019) model on their permuted input. 350

However, since the newer model BART Lewis et al. 351

(2020) has shown better performance, we use that 352

as a baseline. Our final baseline is the inference- 353

time constrained text generation framework pro- 354

posed by Mao et al. (2020), where the constraint 355

in the QFS task is the query for which a focused 356

summary is to be generated. 357
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Query Summary

Lithuania
Output: England face Lithuania in their Euro 2016 qualifier on Friday night
Gold: England host Lithuania in their Euro 2016 qualifier on Friday

Daniel Sturridge
Output: Daniel Sturridge has been withdrawn from the squad with a hip injury
Gold: Daniel Sturridge withdrew from the England squad on Monday night

Table 6: Examples of output and gold summaries for the multiple generated queries from a single article. The article
in context discusses the replacement of Daniel Sturridge by Harry Kane in England’s Euro 2016 qualifier

Fluency Relevance Coverage
Fluent Partially fluent Not fluent Relevant Not relevant Complete Partial Low/No coverage

Hasselqvist et al. 35.33 26.67 38.00 50.00 50.00 25.33 24.00 50.67
Mao et al. 64.66 28.00 07.33 92.00 08.00 40.67 31.33 28.00
Our Model 69.33 27.33 03.33 94.00 06.00 54.67 26.00 19.33

Table 7: Human evaluation results - accuracy of fluency, relevance and coverage as annotated by human judges

Summarization Evaluation We first evaluated358

our model against all baselines on our generated359

round-trip-translated QFS corpus with k = 1. The360

results of this experiment are shown in Table 2. It361

can be seen that our model substantially outper-362

forms all baselines on the ROUGE metrics (Lin,363

2004). The BART model performs better than Has-364

selqvist et al. (2017) because of the rich knowledge365

gained during pre-training. Model performance366

is further improved by providing the query as the367

inference-time constraint. Our results show that368

training using our query focusing strategies results369

in state-of-the-art QFS performance on our corpus.370

We also compared our model to Hasselqvist et al.371

(2017) on the corpus generated with k = 3 and the372

results are shown in Table 3. Since the query is not373

used during training in BART and Mao et al. (2020),374

we exclude them from this evaluation since the375

training data sizes aren’t comparable. Our model376

outperformed the baseline by a significant margin.377

Query Focus Evaluation In addition to summa-378

rization metrics, we also evaluated the query focus-379

ing ability of the models using two metrics - query380

relevance and diversity. We compute both these381

metrics on the k = 3 corpus. Query relevance is382

computed as the fraction of summaries that con-383

tain (ignoring case) the query that was used to pro-384

duce it. This metric is computed on the summary385

for every {document, query} pair independently386

and quantifies how well the summaries capture the387

query.388

Another attribute of the QFS model we evalu-389

ate is its ability to produce diverse summaries for390

different queries on the same document. Since the391

k = 3 corpus has documents with multiple queries,392

diversity is computed on each document (with >1 393

query) independently. We use the Self-BLEU met- 394

ric (Zhu et al., 2018) to measure diversity, where a 395

lower score means greater diversity. For this evalu- 396

ation, we used a subset of test documents that had 397

more than 1 query and computed Self-BLEU on 398

the set of generated summaries across all queries 399

for each document. It is observed that our model 400

outperforms the baseline on both metrics and the 401

results of the query focus evaluation are shown in 402

Table 4. A few sample summaries generated by our 403

model are shown in Table 6. 404

Cross-Lingual Evaluation To evaluate our 405

model on real-world translation data, we use the 406

DUC 2004 Task 3 dataset, which consists of human- 407

written English summaries for translated Arabic 408

news articles. Since the corpus is not query fo- 409

cused, we pair each summary with the top query 410

generated using our framework. It is noted here 411

that there is no currently available summarization 412

corpus that is both query-focused and cross-lingual. 413

The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 414

5. It is observed that our model significantly out- 415

performs the baseline, thus demonstrating its real- 416

world performance gains. 417

Human Evaluation Since the generated sum- 418

maries are abstractive, we performed an evalua- 419

tion where we asked human annotators to evaluate 420

summaries on three dimensions - fluency (to evalu- 421

ate how well the model can produce well-formed 422

summaries even though the inputs are poorly trans- 423

lated), relevance (to evaluate how focused to the 424

query the summaries are) and coverage (to evaluate 425

the completeness of the generated summaries). 426
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ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L
Without Query Prefix and Focus Embeddings† 23.97 7.78 20.36
Only Query Prefix† 36.06 17.80 31.82
Query Prefix and Focus Embeddings 37.61 19.09 33.12

Table 8: Ablation study - automatic summarization metrics on our corpus using k = 3 (up to 3 queries per document)
to evaluate the impact of focus embeddings. † indicates significant difference between the specified and our proposed
model with both query prefix and focus embeddings (with p < 0.01)

ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L
Hasselqvist et al. 18.03 5.04 16.17
Our Model 39.87 22.84 36.00

Table 9: Automatic summarization metrics on the
dataset presented in Hasselqvist et al. (2017)

We sampled 50 instances from the test set of the427

k = 1 corpus for the human evaluation. Given428

a query and a summary, we asked 3 independent429

annotators to evaluate the summary on the dimen-430

sions mentioned above and the aggregate results are431

shown in Table 7. It is observed that our model out-432

performs baselines on every dimension, which cor-433

relates well with the automatic metrics presented434

before. Not only does our model produce relevant435

summaries, but it is also able to outperform base-436

lines in producing fluent summaries from disfluent437

documents.438

4.4 Ablation Studies439

Impact of Focus Embeddings Since the self-440

attention mechanism in transformers is powerful441

by itself, we evaluated the impact of the focus em-442

beddings to quantify the gain in performance due443

to their addition. We conducted an ablation study444

comparing the performance of the model with and445

without these embeddings. The results of the ex-446

periment are shown in Table 8. It can be seen that447

while query focusing through self-attention yields448

a large improvement over query-agnostic vanilla449

BART, the focus embeddings are useful indeed and450

produce a significant increase in performance.451

Impact of Model and Data Since we presented452

both a new summarization model as well as a453

dataset for cross-lingual QFS, we evaluated the454

impact of each on the final results. For this eval-455

uation, we use a version of our k = 3 QFS data456

without doing round-trip translation to introduce457

disfluencies, making it comparable to prior work.458

To evaluate the impact of the proposed model,459

we trained and tested our QFS model on the Has-460

selqvist et al. (2017) dataset and the results are461

shown in Table 9. It can be seen that our model 462

outperforms the baseline, demonstrating the per- 463

formance gains due to our QFS architecture. We 464

then evaluated the impact of our data generation 465

framework by comparing (a) a model trained on 466

our dataset and evaluated on the Hasselqvist et al. 467

(2017) test data; (b) a model trained on the Has- 468

selqvist et al. (2017) dataset and evaluated on our 469

test data. In addition to the raw ROUGE scores, we 470

also compute the degradation in performance due 471

to cross-corpus transfer, as compared to a model 472

trained on the corresponding in-corpus train set for 473

each test dataset. The goal of this evaluation was to 474

show that our data generation framework is more 475

robust and can transfer well to the Hasselqvist et al. 476

(2017) dataset even though it is out of distribution, 477

in addition to algorithmically subsuming and aug- 478

menting prior generation techniques. The results 479

of this evaluation are shown in Table 10. It can 480

be seen that cross-corpus transfer from our data 481

generation framework results in better summariza- 482

tion performance than from the prior framework. It 483

can also be seen that the performance degradation 484

due to cross-corpus transfer from our framework is 485

much lower than from the baseline, demonstrating 486

the robustness of our data generation methodology. 487

4.5 Future Work 488

While our technique produces new state-of-the-art 489

results for cross-lingual QFS, there are still further 490

research challenges that will be the focus of future 491

work. Summarization models in a translate-then- 492

summarize pipeline can fix lexical and syntactic 493

disfluencies introduced by the translation model. 494

However, factual inconsistencies are much harder 495

to handle and were not part of the scope of our 496

work. Our proposed query generation methodology 497

improves upon prior work and generates a wider 498

spectrum of queries. But all the generated queries 499

are still lexically limited to the gold summary and 500

aren’t thematic abstract queries (for instance, "well- 501

ness" and "sport" for an article that talks about men- 502

tal fatigue among cricket players). Semantic typing 503
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Training data Test data ROUGE 1 ROUGE 2 ROUGE L ∆ ROUGE 1 ∆ ROUGE 2 ∆ ROUGE L
Hasselqvist et al. Data Our English Data 24.25 10.05 20.87 -16.29 -13.91 -15.86
Our English Data Hasselqvist et al. Data 34.79 18.69 30.80 -5.08 -4.15 -5.20

Table 10: Automatic summarization metrics by training and evaluating our proposed model architecture on the
specified train and test data. The ∆ ROUGE scores quantify the degradation in performance due to cross-corpus
transfer, as compared to a model trained on the in-corpus training set for each test dataset

of concepts in the summary and performing query504

expansion are a few ways of synthesizing an even505

broader class of queries. Finally, the literature on506

QFS has only considered queries relevant to the507

document. This can be extended by generating508

negative examples and training models to detect509

and generate summaries only for relevant queries.510

These are some of the interesting directions of re-511

search to pursue.512

5 Related Work513

The task of cross-lingual query-focused abstractive514

summarization has, to our best knowledge, never515

been attempted before. However, the individual516

dimensions of this task have independently been517

attempted before. The closest related work in the518

literature is on cross-language sentence selection,519

which can be thought of as a form of extractive QFS520

(Chen et al., 2021). Abstractive summarization is521

the task of paraphrasing the salient contents of a522

document with potential verbal innovation (Nal-523

lapati et al., 2016; Paulus et al., 2017; Gehrmann524

et al., 2018; Chen and Bansal, 2018; Fabbri et al.,525

2019). This is in contrast to extractive summariza-526

tion, which refers to the selection of salient sen-527

tences or phrases from a document (Nallapati et al.,528

2017; Narayan et al., 2018b; Zhou et al., 2018; Liu529

et al., 2019; Liu and Lapata, 2019). Contemporary530

work on abstractive summarization has leveraged531

transformers to achieve state-of-the-art results (De-532

vlin et al., 2019; Khandelwal et al., 2019; Zhang533

et al., 2020; Qi et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020).534

Query-focused summarization has been explored535

in both the single-document (Nema et al., 2017;536

Egonmwan et al., 2019; Ishigaki et al., 2020;537

Laskar et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2020; Zhong et al.,538

2021) and multi-document setting (Feigenblat et al.,539

2017; Baumel et al., 2018). The task has been mod-540

eled similar to the question answering task, with541

the query being a question and the summary being542

similar to a terse answer to the question, sourced543

from the document. The debatepedia corpus (Nema544

et al., 2017) is a standard single-document QFS545

corpus that models the task in this manner, where546

queries are questions (for example, "Economics: is 547

algae biofuel economically viable?"). This style 548

of queries corpus entails that models trained on 549

QA tasks transfer well to summarization on this 550

corpus (Egonmwan et al., 2019; Su et al., 2021). 551

However, this style is unnatural and is markedly dis- 552

tinct from what a user would enter in a search-and- 553

summarize engine. In this paper, we focused on 554

the QFS task where queries are short phrases. The 555

lack of datasets with this style of queries prompted 556

prior work to develop synthetic corpus generation 557

strategies (Hasselqvist et al., 2017; Abdullah and 558

Chali, 2020; Kulkarni et al., 2020). 559

Cross-lingual summarization techniques have 560

widely adopted the pipeline strategy - performing 561

translation and summarization as independent cas- 562

caded steps (Orăsan and Chiorean, 2008; Wan et al., 563

2010). Recent work has also attempted to perform 564

joint translation and summarization (Wan et al., 565

2019; Zhu et al., 2020; Cao et al., 2020; Dou et al., 566

2020), though it is noted here that these techniques 567

were all applied to high-resource languages, mainly 568

Chinese. 569

6 Conclusion 570

In this paper, we presented a zero-resource ap- 571

proach to cross-lingual QFS that involved synthetic 572

corpus generation and a query-focused summariza- 573

tion model. We introduced a novel keyphrase gen- 574

eration algorithm that addressed key issues with 575

prior work like expanding scope to non-entities, 576

handling multi-word phrases and excluding generic 577

uninformative queries. Our data generation frame- 578

work is more robust than prior techniques both 579

algorithmically and in terms of its ability for cross- 580

corpus transfer. Our summarization model, built 581

on the BART transformer model, introduced query 582

focus by leveraging the self-attention mechanism 583

and introducing focus embeddings that highlight 584

query terms in the document. Our model achieves 585

state-of-the-art results on both our corpus and a 586

prior corpus, with substantial gains over baselines 587

on both automatic metrics and qualitative human 588

evaluation. 589
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Figure 2: Questionnaire for human judges to evaluate the model output summaries.

Query Summary Relevance Rating
UCI UCI chief executive Richard Scudamore to be promoted to chief executive Relevant

Tottenham west ham sign harry redknapp’s contract with west ham Irrelevant

Table 11: Examples of results from the human evaluation for query relevance rating

Query Summary Fluency Rating
Gibraltar Gibraltar beat Scotland 85-58 in their Euro 2016 qualifier on Sunday Fluent

Daniel Kirkwood Daniel Kirkwood, 18, was stabbed outside nightclub in the early hours of this morning Somewhat fluent

mineral sands mine she worked with mining mining mining mining mining mining Not fluent

Table 12: Examples of results from the human evaluation for fluency rating

Generated Summary Expected Summary Coverage Rating
The 26-year-old has been linked with a move to Arsenal and Tottenham The 26-year-old had been linked with moves to Arsenal and Tottenham Full coverage

Gibraltar beat Scotland 85-58 in their Euro 2016 qualifier on Sunday Scotland face Gibraltar on Sunday, while Northern Ireland are at home to Finland on the same day Partial Coverage

The Western Australian now works at a mineral sands mine in Cataby The 25-year-old mineral sands mine was replaced by Shane Moeman Low/No coverage

Table 13: Examples of results from the human evaluation for coverage rating

A Human Evaluation917

In this section, we provide additional details on918

the human evaluation conducted on the output sum-919

maries from our model and the baselines. The ques-920

tionnaire given to the human judges is shown in921

Figure 2. The judges are given a query and the gen-922

erated summary and asked to rate the summary on923

fluency, query relevance and coverage. While query924

relevance was a binary question, fluency and cov-925

erage were ternary questions with an in-between926

option. Examples from the human evaluation re-927

sults where the human annotators gave different928

ratings along the three dimensions are shown in929

Tables 11, 12 and 13.930
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